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72) Not one of us (any more): from Nabû-šēzibanni to Pišamelki — The Egyptian ruler Psammetichus 
I (664–610 BCE), son of Necho I (672–664 BCE), was a key person with regard to the Assyrian period of 
Egyptian history.1) In an inscription of Ashurbanipal (668–631 BCE), Psammetichus I is described as the 
Assyrian vassal of the delta city Athribis. Later in the same inscription, Psammetichus I is presented as the 
sole ruler of an independent Egypt. This shift of political status is accompanied by a variation in the name 
of this Egyptian ruler. He carries an Akkadian name in his position as vassal and an African name in his 
position as sovereign.  
The relevant passages in the inscription of Ashurbanipal are given below. 

“Moreover, I [Ashurbanipal] appointed Nabû-šēzibanni, his [Necho I’s] son, in the city Athribis. I performed 
more kind (and) good deed(s) for him than the father [Esarhaddon] who had engendered me (RINAP 5/1 11 
ii 17–19)”.2) 
“He [=Gyges] allowed an interruption (in the sending of) his mounted messenger(s), whom he used to 
constantly send to inquire about my well-being. Because he did not honor the word(s) of (the god) Aššur, the 
god who created me, he trusted in his own strength and (his) heart became proud. He sent his forces to aid 
Psammetichus (I), the king of Egypt who had cast off the yoke of my lordly majesty, and (then) I myself 
heard about (this) and made an appeal to (the god) Aššur and the goddess Ištar, saying: ʻLet his corpse be 
cast down before his enemy and let them carry away his bones.’ Just as I had appealed to (the god) Aššur, it 
was fulfilled and his corpse was cast down before his enemy and they carried away his bones (RINAP 5/1 
11 ii 111–118)”.3) 

 The first passage states that Psammetichus I (referred to as Nabû-šēzibanni, the Akkadian name) 
is installed by Ashurbanipal as the vassal in Athribis. The second passage claims that Psammetichus I 
(referred to as “the king of Egypt” and as Pišamelki, the African name) had received military aid from 
Gyges of Lydia, an arch-enemy of Assyria, and that Psammetichus I “had cast off the yoke of my 
[Ashurbanipal’s] lordly majesty” (ša iṣlû nīr bēlūtīya). 
 How can this name change be understood? I suggest that it can be explained as telling of the 
subtelty of Assyrian royal inscriptions, according to which changes and variations in this genre need to be 
taken seriously (1), and as reflecting an ideological shift, according to which Psammetichus I was 
transferred from an Assyrian to a non-Assyrian ideological sphere (2). Thus, the name change is meaningful 
and indicative of a change in the Assyrian worldview. 
 Beginning with the relevancy of changes and variations in Assyrian royal inscriptions, I suggest 
that the name change is far from random and coincidental, but that it is meaningful and tells of the subtelty 
of Assyrian royal inscriptions.4) It would be too much of a coincidence that Ashurbanipal carelessly would 
have given Psammetichus I two different names in the same inscription and that the latter’s African name 
only would have happened to describe Psammetichus I when he ruled an Egypt independent from Assyria. 
Thus, the transferral in question puts the spotlight on the circumstance that changes and variations in 
Assyrian royal inscriptions can not automatically be dismissed as hyperbole or scribal errors, but that these 
need to be taken seriously, both in the light of historical and ideological developments. 
 Concluding with the ideological shift, I suggest that Psammetichus I was transferred from an 
Assyrian to a non-Assyrian ideological sphere, in the sense that he was “honoured” with an Akkadian name 
when he served as an Assyrian vassal, but that this “honour” was withdrawn from him when he governed 
Egypt independent from Assyria. Thus, Ashurbanipal seems to say that Psammetichus I was “not one of 
us” any more. Regarding the nature of this exclusion, it is certainly ideological but surprisingly factual, at 
least if judging by the standards on how Marduk-apla-iddina II (for example) is slandered in Assyrian royal 
inscriptions.5) Moreover, Psammetichus I was the ruler of Egypt when Egyptian forces supported the Neo-
Assyrian empire in the latter’s fight for survival decades later.6) This all points to the finding that Neo-
Assyrian imperial ideology centred on political, rather than on ethnical, identity.7) 
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Notes 
1. For the Assyrian conquest of Egypt, see Onasch 1994. 
2. As translated in Novotny and Jeffers 2018, 235. Note also the slightly varying version of this passage in 

Ashurbanipal 207 o. 68´–69´ (http://oracc.org/rinap/Q007615/; accessed 2022-01-24). 
3. As translated in Novotny and Jeffers 2018, 237–238. 
4. For the great significance of variations in Assyrian royal inscriptions, see Liverani 1981. 
5. For the representations of this ruler in Assyrian (and Babylonian) sources, see Karlsson 2021. 
6. For an overview of Egyptian-Mesopotamian relations around this time, see Spalinger 1977. 
7. For this recognition of the political identity as crucial in the Neo-Assyrian empire, meaning that ethnicity 

was of minor importance in the creation and maintenance of the empire, see Machinist 1993. 
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73) Pabaku: A New Egyptian Name in Cuneiform? — The personal name Pabaku appears in a business 
document (WVDOG 152, V.2., II.1) from the city of Assur and the reign of Ashurbanipal.1) The name in 
question is not included in the PNA-volumes or in the lists of the PNAo (which provide updates to the 
PNA-volumes). Question is, how can this evidently new name be classified in an etymological sense?  
 Before turning to the actual analysis, the document in question needs to be described. The text 
states that a certain [Ix x]-mu-[x], son of [Ix x]-dAMAR.UTU, has borrowed 4 1/3 shekels of silver from 
someone whose name has not been preserved, and stipulates when the loan should be paid and that a rate 
of interest comes into effect if the payment should be delayed. The text concludes by listing three witnesses 
(IPa-ba-ku IPu-ṭu-bi-ki-šú IDI-mu-ú) and by giving the date (the eponymat of Ša-Nabû-šû). 
 As indicated by the title of this note, Pabaku may be an Egyptian name. Both contexts and the 
name itself speak in favour of such an interpretation. Beginning with contexts, the temporal context, that 
is, the date of the document (658 BCE), is unproblematic, considering the fact that Egypt was conquered 
by Assyria in 671 BCE. As for the spatial context, the document comes from Assur, long known to have 
housed a sizeable Egyptian population in the seventh century BCE. The extensive N31-archive is generally 
referred to as an archive of Egyptians (PEDERSÉN 1986, 125-129; DONBAZ and PARPOLA 2001, xvi; 
FAIST 2007, 125-129), and so is the nearby archive Assur 52b (to which this document belongs) 
(RADNER 2016, 121). As for the textual context, although the name of the debtor’s father ([…]-Marduk) 
as well as that of the third witness (Šulmû) seem to be Akkadian, the name of the second witness 
(Puṭubikišu) is clearly Egyptian, containing the Egyptian form pꜢ-di, which means “given by (DN)”.2) 
 Turning to the name itself and consulting the reference work on Egyptian names in Mesopotamian 
cuneiform (RANKE 1910, 47, 60), pa and ku are meaningful with regard to cuneiform and Egyptian words. 
These syllables can refer to the definitive article pꜢ and to a manifestation of the soul in Egyptian thought, 
the kꜢ. The name of another manifestation of the soul in Egyptian thought, the bꜢ, may be suggested as the 
second element of Pabaku. This interpretation is not without its problems, though. The meaning of the 
name “the bꜢ (and) the kꜢ” is obscure, such a name does not appear in the Egyptian onomasticon (RANKE 
1935), and the word bꜢ (meaning “soul”) is not attested in cuneiform elsewhere (RANKE 1910).3)  
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